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Black Ops returns - in your face. Featuring gritty, grounded, fluid Multiplayer combat, a massive Zombies offering with 3 full undead adventures at launch, and Blackout, where the universe of Black Ops comes to life in one huge battle royale experience
featuring the largest map in Call of Duty history, signature Black Ops combat, characters, locations and weapons from the entire Black Ops series. Soldier up for all-out combat tailor made for the Black Ops community. [Treyarch] Step into the boots of
Grayson Hunt after a crash landing on an abandoned resort planet forces him to make a hard choice: survival or revenge. An exiled member of the elite assassin group Dead Echo, Graysons blind desire for vengeance finds his crew stranded on Stygia

where he can finally confront the commander behind his betrayalor get his team off the planet alive. Battle your way through throngs of Stygias mutated inhabitants, performing masterful kills throughout the single-player campaignor one of 30
competitive score-challenge or 12 co-operative multiplayer mapsusing Bulletstorm: Full Clip Editions unique Skillshot system that rewards you for executing the most creative and deadly kills imaginable. Bulletstorm: Full Clip edition is the definitive

Bulletstorm experience that includes all existing Bulletstorm add-ons, plus brand-new content exclusive to Full Clip! Across the continents of Auxraxis, thousands of players will come together in enormous battles to win control of critical territories and
key resources for their empire. With an extensive skill tree and free-form class-based system, players will be able to customize their soldier, weapons, and vehicles to match their play-style, as well as the needs of their squad, outfit or empire. Battles

can last for days or weeks, so players will need to build alliances and specialized combat outfits to take on long-term strategic and tactical initiatives. With air, ground and seaborne combat, the battles will be larger and more intense than ever.
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Joining Return of the
Macomba is Paradox

Interactive's own
upcoming PC and Mac

strategy game, Hearts of
Iron IV. Several Paradox

titles are being rolled into
this relatively massive
game, including the

popular EU4. Macomba
has some unique features,

including being the first
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Paradox game to have full
cooperative multiplayer
(with split-screen or in a

Flash Client), and allowing
for realistic yearly

calendar year changes
without the need for real-

world calendar date
changes. This has been

done in order to avoid the
need to handle real-world
political events and world
conflicts. Of course, you
can always take action
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and do some or all of that
in the player's campaign.
Treyarch and Activision

continue their long-
standing relationship with

a number of highly
regarded developers in
the free-to-play realm,
including: Riot Games,

Disney Infinity, Gameloft,
Kabam, Team-Based
Games, and Unity, to

name a few. In each of
these cases, Treyarch has
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worked with these
developers to help ensure
that the result will meet or

exceed the Call of Duty
quality standards. For the

DLC content, Activision
and Treyarch will continue
their relationship with EA

and DICE, who are
responsible for delivering

the Black Ops 3: Advanced
Warfare Map Pack and the

content in Call of Duty:
Black Ops 4, respectively.
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Welcome to Hope County,
Montana. This idyllic
location is home to a

community of freedom-
loving people - and a

fanatical doomsday cult
known by many as The

Project at Eden's Gate. Led
by the charismatic prophet

Joseph Seed and his
devoted siblings, Eden's

Gate has been
surreptitiously infiltrating
all aspects of daily life.
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When your arrival incites
the cult to violently

assume control of the
region, you have to rise up

ans spark the fires of
resistance to liberate the

besieged community.
Freely explore Hope

Couny's rivers, lands and
skies with the largest

customisable weapon and
vehicle roster ever in a Far

Cry game. You are the
hero of the story in a
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world that hits back with
every strike, and where
the places you discover
and the locals you team
up with will shape your
story in ways you will

never anticipate. [Ubisoft]
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